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When the skies darken and the thunder rumbles, if you're like most of us, you're probably quick to

grab the TV remote and check the weather. You want to know how bad the coming storm is going to

be. Now, the most trusted and popular meteorologist Gary Lezak brings his meteorological expertise

to a new medium-children's literature. "It's A Sunny Life!" is an adventure for rain or shine. It tells the

story of Sunny the Weather Dog, as she becomes separated from Gary, only to use the very same

information he uses on-air to avoid hazardous weather and make her way safely back to him. Also

included is a special section, "Sunny's Weather Academy," which provides fun answers to all sorts

of weather-related questions. What are the different types of clouds and what does each mean?

Why does the weather change so quickly sometimes? What is precipitation? And, of special interest

to parents, in the event of severe weather, what should you and your family do to stay safe.
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I've watched Gary Lezak on the news ever since he came to Kansas City, MO. I love his excitement

about the weather and the love for his pets. I have become more interested in weather myself

because of him. So when I heard this book was coming out I put my pre-order in that very day. I'm

glad I did as it's a wonderful story and I love the the educational part at the back. It will be a fun

teaching tool for anyone; parents, grandparents, Aunts & Uncle's, and teachers.

What a delightful book! I live in the Kansas City area and am familiar with Gary Lezak (and his



precious dog-children), although I don't know him personally. On TV and in his blog posts, his utter

enthusiasm for weather as well as his love for his dogs come through loud and clear, and he just

makes you smile because his happiness with both is contagious. In this book, he combines both of

these loves. The story is about adopting a new puppy named Sunny, and Gary and his family of four

dogs go on a trip. It gets suspenseful when Sunny gets lost during a storm. After the story

concludes, there's a section which teaches children (or adults!) about types of clouds, what to do in

dangerous weather situations, and a glossary of weather terms. I think this is a book that kids can

grow with. Younger kids can start with the story -- which, by the way, is beautifully and vividly

illustrated -- and then as they get older, they can learn about clouds and weather. I think the

sections after the story may be a tad advanced for very young children. That shouldn't keep you

from buying this, though, because this book is just simply delightful!

LOve! LOve this adorable, charming and educational book! The story adapts for children and adults

with charming illustrations. I personally realized how little I know about weather, clouds and their

formations and feel Gary's book has appeal for readers of all ages!

I bought three of these books. One for each on of my children and one for myself. I love the way

Gary mixed a children story plus added very helpful and educational material about weather in the

back of the book. My kids loved the story, plus the pictures are awesome! I particularly love the

educational stuff in the back. I have been following the weather for about twenty years now and this

book has both entertaining story plus weather facts to teach both parent and child. Thanks Gary for

your wonderful book!MichaelMaryville, MO

I have watched Gary and his beloved "weather" fur babies for years, here in Kansas City. He is a

fixture for us who love him (great weather reports), and how they interact with our community,

making trips to area schools where he does a "show" with Sunny the Weather Dog, and explains the

weather to the kiddos. I pre-ordered this book and have read it, before sending it on to my 6 year old

grandson in Ohio. It was very entertaining and I know he will like it also. What's really nice, is that it

is written by a real Meteorologist, and includes his "side-kick" Sunny!
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